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“Good morning, I’m a volunteer with ProLove Tucson. We’re offering great lifeaffirming healthcare resources! What brings
you in today so I can give you what might
be the most helpful?”
Pro-Love Tucson volunteers stand on the public
sidewalk outside of Planned Parenthood (PP),
the only abortion clinic in Pima County. We
don’t have signs or camera or microphone. We
don’t yell. Grace, love and kindness are our
M-O. Our caring voice and words are intended
to communicate that we care and are there to
help...especially those who are making a
pregnancy decision. We know many women
who find they are pregnant when they are not
wanting to be….are driven to consider an abortion by fear. They may not realize there are other choices
and so much help available for them. They come to PP to check out their options and are given only one
option: abortion. Former abortion facility workers (like Abby and Mayra) report that the abortion staff tell
many young ladies that they CAN’T continue this pregnancy AND reach their goals including finish school,
pursue their career, have the relationship they desire, etc.
Pro-Love Tucson speaks a different message. “You CAN do this. You can “Be Brave”*! God will strengthen
and provide for you as you turn to Him in faith. He is the God who moves mountains!”

Pro-Love Tucson volunteers pray, speak words of encouragement, challenge beliefs and seek to walk clients to the faith-based pregnancy clinic, Hands of Hope, around the corner from PP. There they receive
free services including pregnancy test, ultrasound
and options counseling all in a loving, professional
clinic environment. Hands of Hope reports that
87% of those women who view the ultrasound
image of their baby choose to continue their
pregnancy! Some choose to parent. Some choose
the loving option of making a plan for adoption.
These women choose LIFE for themselves as well
as their pre-born child.
For more info go to ProLoveTucson.com or find
us on social media @ ProLoveTucson.
Hands of Hope can be found at
GiveHopeTucson.com . Adoption info can be
found at: AdoptionSolutionsofAZ .
VOTE PRO-LIFE! …..Lucy
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Blessings, Dennis

Dennis@ManosdeDios.org

To read articles about current Christian topics
check out Dennis’ blogs at
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Dennis and Lucy

